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Abstract

Spatial data mining� i�e�� discovery of interest
ing� implicit knowledge in spatial databases�
is a highly demanding �eld because very large
amounts of spatial data have been collected
in various applications� ranging from remote
sensing� to geographical information systems
�GIS
� computer cartography� environmental
assessment and planning� etc� In this paper�
an e�cient method for building decision trees
for the classi�cation of objects stored in geo
graphic information databases is proposed and
studied� Our approach to spatial classi�cation
is based on both ��
 nonspatial properties of
the classi�ed objects and ��
 attributes� pred
icates and functions describing spatial rela
tions between classi�ed objects and other fea
tures located in the spatial proximity of the
classi�ed objects� Several optimization tech
niques are explored� including a twostep spa
tial computation technique� use of spatialjoin
indices� etc� We implemented the algorithm
and conducted experiments that showed the
e�ectiveness of the proposed method�

Keywords� Spatial Data Mining� Spatial De
cision Support Systems� Decision Trees�

� Introduction

The study and the development of data min
ing algorithms for spatial databases ��	� is mo
tivated by the large amount of data collected
through remote sensing� medical equipment�
and other methods� Moreover� the geocod
ing of consumer addresses in combination with
large amount of recorded sales transactions
creates very large spatially related databases�
This increasing amount of data and demand
for decision support systems has created a new
area of research� spatial data mining� which is
a sub�eld of data mining that deals with the
extraction of implicit knowledge� spatial rela�
tionships� or other interesting patterns not ex�
plicitly stored in spatial databases ����� It com
bines research in statistics� machine learning�
spatial reasoning and spatial databases� In

the last few years algorithms for spatial as
sociations ����� clustering �	�� generalized spa
tial descriptions ����� characteristics of spatial
clusters ���� and others were analyzed� One of
the areas which has not brought much atten
tion is the classi�cation of spatial objects�

Classi�cation is a data mining technique
where the data stored in a database is ana
lyzed in order to �nd rules that describe the
partition of the database into a given set of
classes� Each object in a database �in rela
tional databases tuples are treated as objects

is assumed to belong to a prede�ned class� as
it is determined by one of the attributes� called
the class label attribute� A number of clas
si�cation methods were proposed by statis
tics and machine learning researchers ��� ���
���� The most common classi�cation method
constructs decision trees� Such method em
ploys a topdown� divideandconquer strat
egy that partitions the set of given objects into
smaller subsets where the leaf nodes are asso
ciated mostly with a single class� Most of the
classi�cation methods consider only relational
data� Geographic data consists of spatial ob
jects and nonspatial descriptions of these ob
jects� Nonspatial descriptions of spatial ob
jects can be stored in a relational database
where one attribute is a pointer to the spa
tial description of the object ���� In the pro
cess of spatial classi�cation one wants to �nd
rules that partition a set of classi�ed objects
into a number of classes using not only non
spatial properties of the classi�ed objects� but
also spatial relations of the classi�ed objects
to other objects in the database�

In this paper we address issues regarding
classi�cation of spatial data and concentrate
on building decision trees for the classi�cation
of such data� Furthermore� we analyze the
problem of classi�cation of spatial objects in
relevance to thematic maps and spatial rela
tions to other objects in the database� Finally�
we propose an algorithm that handles large
amount of irrelevant spatial relations and we
present experimental results of spatial classi
�cation process for both synthetic and real
datasets�



The rest of the paper is organized as fol
lows� In Section � we describe relevant work�
the next section presents the indepth analy
sis of the problem of spatial classi�cation� Al
gorithm for building decision trees from spa
tial data is shown in Section 	� Experimental
analysis is presented in Section � and the pa
per ends with the discussion of future work in
Section ��

� Relevant Work

Classi�cation of spatial data has been ana
lyzed by some researchers� Fayyad et� al� ���
used decision tree methods to classify images
of stellar objects to detect stars and galax
ies� About � TB of sky images were analyzed�
Data images were preprocessed by lowlevel
image processing system FOCAS� which se
lected objects and produced basic attributes
like� magnitudes� areas� intensity� image mo
ments� ellipticity� orientation� etc� Objects
in the training dataset were classi�ed by as
tronomers� Based on this classi�cation� about
ten training sets for decision tree algorithm
were constructed� From the decision trees ob
tained by the learning algorithm� a minimal
set of robust� general and correct rules was
found� The proposed method deals with im
age databases and is tailored for the astro
nomical application� Thus� it is not suitable
for the analysis of vector data format� often
used in Geographic Information Systems�

A method for classi�cation of spatial ob
jects was proposed by Ester et� al� ���� The
proposed algorithm is based on ID� algorithm
���� and it uses the concept of neighborhood
graphs� It considers not only nonspatial prop
erties of the classi�ed objects� but also non
spatial properties of neighboring objects� Ob
jects are treated as neighbors if they satisfy
neighborhood relation which may be one of
the following�

� Topologicalrelations� like meet� intersect�
� Metricrelations� like close to�
� Directionrelations� like south� west�

For example� cities Oc may be classi�ed in rel
evance to the economic power of the regions
that are neighbors of cities Oc� Since the in�u
ence of neighboring objects decreases with in
creasing distance the authors limit the length
of the neighborhood paths� This method does
not analyze aggregate values of nonspatial at
tributes for the neighboring objects� For ex
ample� if a city is close to three regions with
medium population� such a city may have sim
ilar properties as a city close to a single region
with large population� The algorithm also
does not perform relevance analysis and thus�
it may produce overspecialized� poor quality
trees� Finally� the algorithm does not take

into account concept hierarchies that may ex
ist for the nonspatial and spatial attribute
values�

Ng and Yu ���� described a method for the
extraction of strong� common and discrimi
nating characteristics of clusters based on the
matic maps� The authors proposed measures
for interest�utility values of the characteristics
of clusters� In the search for common charac
teristics of the clusters the algorithm selects
themes whose values are the most similar for
a number of clusters� In the process of �nding
discriminating characteristics of the clusters
the algorithm selects themes that discriminate
between two sets of clusters in the best way�
Unfortunately� only the properties of thematic
maps are analyzed and this approach is not
extended toward the construction of decision
trees�

� Problem Description

The goal of spatial classi�cation process is to
�nd rules that divide set of classi�ed objects
Oc into a number of groups� where objects in
each group belong mostly to a single class�
Spatial objects Oc may be characterized by
di�erent types of information� We classify
such information into the following categories�

� Nonspatial attributes of objects �includ
ing both classi�ed objects Oc and other
objects used for description
� like the
number of salespersons in a store�

� Spatially related attributes with non
spatial values� like population living
within �km from a store�

� Spatial predicates� like
distance less than ��km�X� sea��

� Spatial functions� like
driving distance�X� beach��

Each of these categories may be used to ex
tract values both for class label attribute �e�g��
attribute dividing data into classes
 and pre�
dicting attributes �e�g�� attributes on whose
values decision tree is branched
� We can use
aggregate values for some of these attributes�
For example� calculations of the size of the
population living within � kilometer from the
store may involve �nding the sum of popu
lations of all census blocks intersecting one
kilometer bu�er from the store� Moreover�
there may exist concept hierarchies for these
attributes which can result in building simpler
decision trees�

A number of questions can be associated
with spatial classi�cation�

� Which attributes� predicates� or functions
are relevant to the classi�cation process�



Figure �� Example map

� How should one determine the size of the
bu�ers that produce classes with high pu
rity�
Should the size of the bu�ers be de�ned
by the experts or computed using an al
gorithm�

� What should be taken into account when
aggregates are used�

� aggregate values for all objects inter
secting bu�ers�

� aggregate values only for parts of ob
jects intersecting bu�ers�

� Can one accelerate the process of �nding
relevant attributes using�

� sampling�

� statistical or machine learning meth
ods�

� progressive re�nement methods where
rough computations are followed by
detailed computations performed only
on promising patterns�

� combination of the above methods�

� How should one handle multiple levels of
concepts�

Example� The task is to build a decision tree
for the classi�cation of �ve objects Oi� like
shopping malls or stores� that belong to two
di�erent classes Y and N which are selected
based on attribute high pro�t with two values
Y for �yes� and N for �no�� In our example
objects OID� and OID� belong to class Y and
objects OID�� OID	 and OID� belong to class
N as presented in Figure �� We want to build
a decision tree classifying objects Oi based
on two types of information� ��
 descriptions
of the objects in the proximity of objects Oi

and ��
 nonspatial attributes of the thematic
map� The thematic map in our example con
sists of groups of census blocks� Table � shows
nonspatial descriptions of some of the block
groups� We assume that objects are character
ized by areas that are close to them� Thus� one

BlockID population avg income crimes
A ���� ������� ��
B ���� ������� ��
C ���� ����	�� ��
H 
��� �	����� ��
I ���� ������� 	�
��� ��� ��� ���

Table �� Description of census block groups

OID high pro�t others

� Y close to�x�Oak park
�
close to�x�Swan lake


� Y close to�x�Blue river

� N close to�x�Fir park
�

close to�x�Blue river

	 N
� N close to�x�Oak park


Table �� Descriptions of classi�ed objects

should build bu�ers around objects Oi and
construct decision tree based on census block
groups intersecting bu�ers and other objects
located within the bu�ers� �

��� Handling of Spatial Predicate and
Functions

Spatial functions like driving distance or spa
tial predicates like close to can be used to de
scribe classi�ed objects as it is presented in
Table �� The description should be general
ized and then the decision tree algorithm ap
plied� An example of generalized data is pre
sented in Table ��

The process of �nding spatial predicates
and functions may be very time consuming�
To accelerate this process we use twostep ap
proach in which some rough computations are
performed �rst and then �ne computations are
done only for the promising patterns� Such
process is similar to the twostep approach
for mining spatial association rules ����� or to
multistep spatial join approach ����

OID high pro�t others

� Y close to�x�park
�
close to�x�water


� Y close to�x�water

� N close to�x�park
�

close to�x�water

	 N
� N close to�x�park


Table �� Generalized descriptions of classi�ed
objects



Procedure RELIEFPredicate weight� k�
FOR j �� � TO max predicate DO

Predicate weight�j� �� ��
FOR sample i �� � TO min���� k� DO �� size of the sample is set to min���� k� ��

nearest hit �� FIND NEAREST HITsample i�� �� �nd nearest sample from the same class ��
nearest miss �� FIND NEAREST MISSsample i�� �� �nd nearest sample from di�erent class ��
FOR j �� � TO max predicate DO

Predicate weight�j� �� Predicate weight�j� � di�sample i� nearest hit� j�
� di�sample i� nearest miss� j��

FOR j �� � TO max predicate DO
IF Predicate weight�j� � min���� k� � threshold �

p
min���� k�

THEN Predicate relevant�j� � TRUE
ELSE Predicate relevant�j� � FALSE�

Function di�sample i� nearest hit or miss� j�
�� for symbolic attributes ��

IF sample i�j� � nearest hit or miss�j� THEN return��
ELSE return���

Table 	� RELIEF algorithm�

In the �rst step we can �nd coarse descrip
tions for only a sample of objects� For ex
ample� one can use Minimum Bounding Rect
angles �MBRs
 to �nd coarse g close to pred
icates which imply that MBRs of two objects
are within speci�c distance threshold� Then�
some machine learning methods may be used
for the extraction of the relevant predicates
or functions ���� ���� In our experiments we
used RELIEF algorithm ���� whose algorith
mic description is presented in Table 	� The
RELIEF algorithm uses nearest neighbor ap
proach to �nd relevant predicates� For ev
ery object s in the sample two nearest neigh
bors are found where one neighbor belongs to
the same class as object s �nearest hit
 and
the other neighbor belongs to a class di�erent
than s �nearest miss
� Based on the descrip
tions of the nearest neighbors weights for the
predicates are modi�ed� If the neighbor be
longs to the same class as object s and has the
same predicate value� then the weight for this
predicate increases� If the neighbor belongs to
the same class as object s and does not have
the same predicate value� then the weight for
this predicate decreases� If the neighbor be
longs to di�erent class than object s and has
the same predicate value� then the weight for
this predicate decreases� If the neighbor be
longs to di�erent class than object s and does
not have the same predicate value� then the
weight for this predicate increases� One can
observe that weights for relevant predicates
have positive values� while expected weights
for nonrelevant predicates are zero� Finally�
only predicates with weights larger than the
prede�ned threshold are used for classi�ca
tion� The value for the threshold can be set
based on statistical theory �����

In our case only the relevant predicates are
computed in detail for all classi�ed objects�
Besides improving the e�ciency of the algo

rithm accuracy of the classi�cation and size
of the decision tree may improve as well be
cause there will be no branching on irrelevant
predicates�

In the construction of the decision tree we
used information gain utilized in the ID� al
gorithm ���� to �nd attributes�predicates that
partition datasets into classes� Information
gain is computed in the following way� If there
are n objects from class N and y objects from
class Y one can calculate information as�

I�y� n
 � � y
y�n

log�
y

y�n
� n

y�n
log�

n
y�n

If an attribute�predicate A with m values is
used to partition the data into m classes one
can calculate the expected information for this
attribute�predicate as�

E�A
 �
Pm

i��
yi�ni

y�n
I�yi� ni


where yi and ni are the number of objects from
classes Y and N respectively for each of the
m values of the attribute�predicate�

Finally� one can calculate information gain if
the attribute�predicate A is used to partition
the dataset as�

info gain�A
 � I�y� n
�E�A


The attribute�predicate with the highest in
formation gain is used to partition the dataset�
Other measures for building decision trees may
also be used ����

Recently some decision tree algorithms that
take into account a large number of features
describing objects have been proposed ���� The
algorithm ��� can be modi�ed to analyze spa
tial descriptions of the data� For every classi
�ed object a set of generalized predicates that
are satis�ed by this object is stored� An ex
ample of such description is presented in Ta
ble �� For every predicate P from the table
we have to �nd p�� e�g�� the number of objects
which belong to class Y and satisfy the pred



Build treeDecision tree� set of object�s decriptions�
Find Predicate Countsset of object�s decriptions� Predicate true� Predicate false��
Best Predicate �� Find Predicate with Best Info GainDecision tree� Predicate true� Predicate false��
set of object�s decriptions where Best Predicate is TRUE

�� select setsset of object�s decriptions� Best Predicate� TRUE��
set of object�s decriptions where Best Predicate is FALSE

�� select setsset of object�s decriptions� Best Predicate� FALSE��
Build treeDecision tree�TRUE node� set of object�s decriptions where Best Predicate is TRUE��
Build treeDecision tree�FALSE node� set of object�s decriptions where Best Predicate is FALSE��

Find Predicate Countsset of object�s decriptions� Predicate true� Predicate false�
FOR i �� � TO max class DO

f num objects�i� �� ��
FOR j �� � TO max relevant predicate DO

Predicate true�j� i� �� �� g
FOR i �� � TO classified object number

f num objects�classobject�i������
FOR EACH predicate j IN object descriptions�i�

Predicate true�j� classobject�i������ g
FOR i �� � TO max relevant predicate DO

FOR j �� � TO max class DO
Predicate false�i� j� �� num objects�j� � Predicate true�i� j��

Table �� Decision tree building�

icate P and n�� e�g�� the number of objects
which belong to class N and satisfy the pred
icate P � The same calculations have to be
done for the negation of the predicate P by
�nding p�� e�g�� the number of objects which
belong to class Y and do not satisfy the pred
icate P and n�� e�g�� the number of objects
which belong to class N and do not satisfy the
predicate P � For example� for the predicate
close to�x� park
 one may �nd p� � �� n� � ��
p� � �� and n� � �� These values are used to
compute the information gain for each of the
predicates� In the similar manner for other at
tributes instead of branching on all attribute
values the algorithm branches on one attribute
value� For example� we may have separate
branches for sum�population
 � MEDIUM
and for sum�population
 �� MEDIUM � As
claimed in ��� such binary decision trees are
usually more compact and more accurate than
trees produced by regular ID� algorithm which
branch on all values of the predicates� The
pseudocode of the decision tree algorithm is
presented in Table ��

��� Bu�er Size and Shape

It is important to determine the proper size
and shape for the bu�ers� It includes bu�ers
which are used for �nding aggregate informa
tion from thematic maps and bu�ers used for
determining spatial predicates� Bu�ers repre
sents areas that have an impact on class label
attribute of classi�ed objects� For example� in
the case of stores and shopping malls a bu�er
may represent the area where the customers
live or work� In business geographics the spa
tial extent of a store�s customers is called trade
area ����� The analysis of trade areas helps to

answer questions like�

� Which customer segments are driving my
business�

� How far will the customers travel to shop�

� Is my site strategically placed to defend
or dominate market�

We can analyze di�erent sizes of bu�ers
and choose the best size for the discrimina
tion between classes� It can be done by com
puting the information gain for all predicting
attributes which are aggregates using di�erent
sizes of bu�ers� The size of the bu�er with
the largest value of information gain is chosen
and this size is applied to compute all aggre
gates for all attributes� The reason to do so is
that the decision tree will be �rst branched on
the attribute with the largest information gain
value producing the best split of the dataset�
Such bu�er presents the best trade area for the
classi�cation task and trade areas should not
change between attributes as they represent
the areas with the most in�uential population
of customers�

In addition to that� we may use di�erent
criteria to determine shape of the bu�ers� The
bu�ers may be based on rings� customer pen
etration polygons� Voronoi diagrams� drive
time polygons� etc� Please see ���� for a de
tailed discussion� The rings have some ad
vantages like� ��
 ease of use� ��
 no need to
determine trade area based on customer data�
��
 easy comparison between sites� One study
showed high degree of similarity between rings
and customer penetration polygons ����� In
our experiments we used rings �or equidistance
bu�ers for objects that are not points
 be
cause no other information was available to



OID high pro�t Predicates

� Y sum population�x� MEDIUM
� avg income�x� SMALL
�
close to�x�park
� close to�x�water


� Y sum population�x� LARGE
� avg income�x� MEDIUM
�
close to�x�water


� N sum population�x� MEDIUM
� avg income�x� LARGE
�
close to�x�park
� close to�x�water


	 N sum population�x� SMALL
� avg income�x� MEDIUM

� N sum population�x� LARGE
� avg income�x� LARGE
�

close to�x�park


Table �� Generalized descriptions of classi�ed objects presented as sets of predicates

close_to(x,water) FALSE

TRUE

high_profit = N

high_profit = Y

high_profit = N
avg_income(x, LARGE)

FALSE

TRUE

Figure �� Decision tree for data from Table ��

determine better neighborhood for the classi
�cation task�

��� Aggregate Information

Aggregate values for areas close to spatial ob
jects play an important role in the analysis
of many business objects like stores� restau
rants� gas stations� etc� ����� To handle aggre
gate values of nonspatial attributes in the
matic maps one can calculate aggregate val
ues for the block groups intersecting bu�ers�
For example� one can notice that only a small
part of block C on the map presented in Fig
ure � is intersected by bu�er for OID�� Thus�
one can take into account a part of the par
ticular block group that is intersected by the
bu�er surrounding classi�ed object and use
population living only in this part with the
assumption of even distribution� Such calcu
lations� however� would be quite computation
ally expensive and in reality census blocks are
much smaller that the ones shown in Figure
�� Therefore� more blocks are intersected by a
bu�er and average in�uence of a single block
on aggregate�s value is small making a detailed
computations less important� The aggregate
values for our example are shown in Table ��
This approach transforms descriptions of the
classi�ed objects into a �at table which can be
easily mined using any classifying algorithm�

The aggregate data can be also generalized
and merged with the predicate data so �nally
each object can be classi�ed using a set of
predicates describing properties of both the
matic map and other object intersecting trade
areas for each object� An example is presented

OID high pro�t sum�pop
 avg income
� Y ����� �������
� Y ����� �������
� N �	��� �������
	 N ����� �������
� N ����� �������

Table �� Descriptions of classi�ed objects

in Table �� The resulting decision tree is pre
sented in Figure ��

� Classi�cation Algorithm

The algorithm for building decision trees for
the classi�cation of spatial objects using spa
tial predicates� spatial functions and thematic
maps based on principles discussed in the pre
vious section may be summarized as follows�

Input�

�� Spatial database containing�

�a
 classi�ed objects Oc�

�b
 other spatial objects with nonspatial
attributes�

�� Geomining query specifying�

�a
 objects to be used in the classi�ca
tion process�

�b
 predictive attributes� predicates� and
functions�

�c
 attribute� predicate� or function used
as a class label�

�� Set of nonspatial concept hierarchies�



Output� Binary decision tree�

Method�

�� Collect a set S of data speci�ed in the
query which consists of a set of classi�ed
objects and objects that are used for the
description�

�� For the sample of spatial objects Oc from
S�

�a
 Build sets of predicates describing all
objects using coarse predicates� func
tions� and attributes�

�b
 Perform generalization of the sets of
predicates based on concept hierar
chies�

�c
 Find coarse predicates� functions� and
attributes which are relevant to the
classi�cation task using RELIEF al
gorithm�

�� Find the best size for the bu�er for ag
gregates of thematic map polygons� It
is done by �nding for all relevant non
spatial aggregate attributes the size of
the bu�er Xmax where the information
gain for the aggregated attribute is max
imum� Such bu�er would be used to com
pute aggregates for all relevant attributes
of thematic maps� Distancebased join
index ���� may be used to accelerate the
computation�

	� Build sets of predicates describing all ob
jects using relevant �ne predicates� func
tions� and attributes�

�� Perform generalization of the sets of pred
icates based on concept hierarchies�

�� Generate binary decision tree�

Rationale of the Algorithm� Step � is
done by spatial query processing� Step � is
an elimination of irrelevant predicates based
on statistical methods� Using data distribu
tion and user de�ned con�dence level one can
compute threshold used to eliminate irrele
vant attributes� Step � �nds the best size
for the bu�er for the most relevant aggregate
attribute and uses this size for all other at
tributes because trade areas that� for exam
ple� represent clients who deal with a store�
remain the same for all attributes� Step 	 is
spatial query processing� Step � has been ver
i�ed in ���� Step � generates binary decision
tree using ID� algorithm ���� modi�ed to al
low processing of description in the form of
sets of predicates as described in the previous
section�

The algorithm presented above introduces
a number of optimization techniques in the
comparison with algorithm suggested in ����
namely�

�� It uses progressive re�nement approach
�sampling and coarse predicates followed
by �ne computations for promising pat
terns
 to accelerate the computation�

�� It may use aggregate information�

�� It may use distancebased join index ����
to accelerate query processing� Neighbor
hood index ��� may not be the best for
that purpose�

	� It may use concept hierarchies which re
sult in simpler decision trees and faster
computations �����

�� It uses relevance analysis process to elim
inate predicates and attributes that do
not contribute to the quality of classi�
cation�

Complexity analysis� Execution time of
the algorithm presented above can be esti
mated using equations presented below� Time
to classify objects without �ltering relevant
attributes is presented by Equation ��
� Com
ponent k�d� tf presents time of getting �ne
predicates and component k � dtotal � tbuild
presents time of building decision tree from
table of predicate sets� Time of classifying
objects with �ltering relevant attributes using
�rst only coarse predicates as it was done in
our experiments is presented by Equation ��
�
Component min����� k
�d� tc presents time
to calculate coarse predicates for the sample
of objects that are classi�ed and component
�min����� k

� � d � tfilter presents time to
�lter relevant predicates� Size of the sam
ple is set to min����� k
� Component Fratio

�k � d � tf presents time to calculate rele
vant �ne predicates and component Fratio �
k � dtotal � tbuild presents time to build deci
sion tree from table of relevant predicate sets�

Table � lists some parameters used in the
cost analysis� The values of the parameters
are based on experiments performed on Pen
tium ���MHz computer with �	MB of mem
ory� Estimated times are presented in Fig
ure ��

t� � k � d� tf � k � dtotal � tbuild ��


t� � min����� k
� d� tc

��min����� k

�� d� tfilter

�Fratio � k � d� tf

�Fratio � k � dtotal � tbuild ��


� Performance Evaluation

We evaluated the quality and the e�ciency
of our algorithm for the classi�cation of data



Name Value Meaning
k number of objects being classi�ed
d � average number of predicates describing an object
dtotal �� number of di�erent predicates describing objects
Fratio ��� ratio of relevant predicates
tc �ms cost of �nding one coarse predicate
tf ����s cost of computing one �ne predicate
tbuild ����ms constant for building decision tree
tfilter ��s constant for �ltering out nonrelevant attributes

Table �� Database parameters�
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Figure �� Execution times of the algorithm

based on predicates g close to which represent
spatial relations between objects that are clas
si�ed and other objects located within dis
tance threshold� Relations of the data to the
matic maps were not taken into account� In
order to evaluate classi�cation quality and ex
ecution time of the algorithm we created a
synthetic dataset which was merged with the
TIGER� data ���� for Washington state� The
synthetic data contained ���� polygons with
� to �� edges� The polygons belonged to 	
sets� two class label sets �T�� and T��
 and
two predictive sets �S�� and S��
� If object
x satis�es predicate g close to�x� S��� �km� �
g close to�x� S��� �km� then this object be
longs to the set T��� otherwise it belongs to
the set T��� TIGER data contains over ������
polygons� lines and points presenting roads�
parks� rivers� lakes and other objects in Wash
ington state� MapInfo Professional 	��� Geo
graphic Information System ���� was used as
spatial database for the experiments� We have
tested quality of classi�cation and time of the
execution of the algorithm� Relevance analy
sis was done based on ��� objects from each
class label set� The coarse predicate used for
the relevance analysis was coarse g close to�x�
y� �km�� This predicate implies that MBRs
of two objects are located within one kilome
ter distance� After relevance analysis was per
formed �ne relevant predicates were found for
all objects� 	�� objects from each class label
set were used for training set and the remain
ing �� objects were used for testing� The re

�TIGER is the registered trademark of
U�S� Census Bureau�

�MapInfo Professional is the registered trade�
mark of MapInfo Corporation�

threshold number of time �s� quality
relevant
predicates

�� �� ��� ���
��� �� ��� ���
��� 	 �� ����
��� � �� ����
��� � �� ����

Table �� Results of the algorithm for arti�cial
data

sults are summarized in Table ��

As one can observe the quality of the classi
�cation process increases drastically when rel
evance analysis is performed� If we choose to
do classi�cation based on the algorithm pro
posed in ��� we get a poor quality because
this algorithm performs no relevance analy
sis� After applying relevance analysis execu
tion time decreased � to 	 times depending on
the value of the threshold� The algorithm ���
is based on neighborhood indices that avoid
process of spatial join which is necessary to
extract spatial predicates� When no neigh
borhood indices exist the algorithm ��� has to
produce them which results in the classi�ca
tion time similar to the time in our experiment
for threshold equal to �� when all predicates
are used for decision tree construction� The
process of relevance analysis took about ��
seconds where �� seconds were spent on spa
tial operations� Process of building decision
tree from ��� sets of predicates took about �
second for every experiment�

We also performed a number of experiments
with real data from the TIGER dataset� In
most cases the accuracy of the classi�cation
increased drastically when relevance analysis
was used� The best results were for thresh
old values between ��� and ���� The time to
perform relevance analysis and build decision
tree was between ��� and ��� shorter than
the time necessary to build decision tree based
on all predicates�

We compared the quality of classi�cation
when decision trees were constructed based



on �ne predicates with quality of classi�cation
when decision trees were constructed based
on coarse predicates� In all cases except one�
when coarse classi�cation yielded �� better
quality� the classi�cation with �ne predicates
produced better quality of up to ���

Finally� we compared the algorithm where
coarse predicates are used for relevance anal
ysis with the algorithm where �ne predicates
are used for that purpose� Performed experi
ments showed that the quality of classi�cation
was fairly similar for both algorithms� while
relevance analysis using �ne predicates usually
yielded slightly smaller set of relevant pred
icates� In addition to �ne predicates which
were judged as relevant ones some coarse g �
close to predicates representing large objects
were chosen as relevant ones� This happens if
objects from the same class are clustered to
gether as in the case of some of our training
data� In this case all objects from the same
cluster may satisfy coarse predicate for a large
object even though the object related to this
predicate is relatively distant and thus� the
�ne predicates are not satis�ed�

	 Discussion and Conclusion

Classi�cation of geographical objects enables
researchers to explore interesting relations be
tween spatial and nonspatial data� We have
proposed and partially implemented an inter
esting and e�cient method for the classi�ca
tion of spatial objects� The proposed method
enables classi�cation of spatial objects based
on aggregate values of nonspatial attributes
for neighboring regions� It also takes into ac
count spatial relations between objects on the
map which may be represented in the form of
predicates� The algorithm �rst performs less
costly� approximate spatial computations to
obtain a sample of approximate spatial pred
icates� Relevance analysis is performed only
for such sample� Then� re�ned computations
are done only for the set of promising patterns
producing smaller and more accurate decision
trees�

Conducted experiments showed the impor
tance of relevance analysis which resulted in
better quality of decision trees in compari
son to the trees produced by algorithm pro
posed in ���� We also observed that the time
to build decision trees was shorter when rele
vance analysis is performed on a sample of the
objects and only relevant attributes are com
puted for all objects in comparison to the time
when all predicates were used for the construc
tion of the decision tree�

We plan to integrate the classi�cation al
gorithm with spatial query engine� For exam
ple� when sets of predicates are computed for

a mall there may be no need to compute inter
sections of the bu�er for this mall with all seg
ments of a highway� If a predicate g close to
�mall� highway� �km� is true for one segment
of the highway then there is no need to com
pute intersections with other sections of that
highway�

We plan to perform experiments using ag
gregate values for thematic maps and varied
distances for close to spatial predicates� The
experiments analyzing the impact of di�erent
levels of concepts used for the classi�cation on
classi�cation accuracy should be constructed�
Finally� we would like to integrate this method
with our spatial data mining prototype Ge�
oMiner �����
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